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Teaching Statement 
 

Throughout my early career, I have had the opportunity to teach a variety of courses ranging from 
undergraduate applied statistics to MBA managerial economics and a Ph.D. field course in urban and 
regional economics. I have also taught in a number of different institutional settings ranging from 
large public research universities (University of Connecticut and Ohio State University) to a small 
liberal arts college (Quinnipiac University) and an elite private university (New York University). I feel 
confident that my scholarly and professional experience are ideally suited to teach topical courses and 
principles courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels. In addition to my scholarly research and 
academic training, I feel that mid-career students benefit from my unique experiences conducting 
policy analysis for various state and local agencies. As I am a first-generation college student and I feel 
that I bring an important and considerate perspective to the classroom that resonates with working-
class and immigrant populations. 

Most recently, I taught a Ph.D. field course in urban and regional economics at Ohio State 
University. The course represented a unique opportunity to bring aspects of my own research into the 
classroom. One particular challenge involved in teaching this course was that the Program 
Coordinator asked me to emphasize the mechanics behind traditional applied econometric approaches 
such as regression discontinuity, difference-in-differences, and instrumental variables. In addition, I 
was asked to try to integrate aspects of big data analytics and machine learning, which are becoming 
increasingly important in the field. Relying on my own research experiences and a firm grasp of 
effective pedagogy, I was able to successfully develop a project-oriented course that prepared students 
to identify open research questions and attempt to answer those questions in an empirically rigorous 
manner. I am also scheduled to teach a Master’s level section of urban economics in the spring of 
2020 in the Wagner School at New York University.  

My overarching objective as an instructor is to help students learn to think critically, to 
synthesize information efficiently and effectively such that they can analyze problems in a logical 
manner. I prefer teaching methods that encourage students to develop an understanding of the 
material through exploration and applications, rather than memorization. I set high expectations for 
my students because I believe that this is the most effective way to elicit hard work and a thorough 
understanding of the material. I match these expectations with those that I set for myself as a teacher. 
I bring a high-energy, approachable teaching style to the classroom and frequently adapt and adjust 
my methods in response to student feedback. 

One challenge that I especially aim to address as an instructor of introductory and/or 
interdisciplinary courses is the wide range of quantitative skills that students often bring to the 
classroom. My goal is to teach in a manner that enables all students in a class to understand the material 
while still engaging the interest of those students with more rigorous mathematics backgrounds. I 
strive to provide students with clearly articulated intuition on underlying mathematical concepts in a 
course as well as real-life examples and simple visual aides whenever possible. In my experience, 
contextualizing different quantitative methods is a critical aspect of fostering student engagement and 
building the skillset necessary to identify the appropriate application of different techniques.  

As an educator, I value all opportunities to mentor current and future students. As a junior 
faculty member, I anticipate having the opportunity to advise and encourage students at the 
undergraduate and graduate level. I have had some experience at mentoring junior scholars while 
teaching at the Ph.D. level at Ohio State University and through managing several fulltime research 
assistants at New York University. In both of these roles, I was happy to be able to provide additional 
guidance on strategies for navigating the research process. I firmly  believe that teaching is a vital and 
incredibly rewarding component of an academic career. Many of my own teachers and professors have 
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inspired and guided me throughout my career thus far and I aspire to similarly motivate future 
generations of students.  

 

In general, I am capable of teaching undergraduate/graduate in microeconomics or labor and urban 
economics as well as courses in public finance and budgeting, policy or program evaluation, data 
analytics, applied econometrics, and introductory statistics. 


